The
Financial Fitness
Program
Get your company in tip-top shape by
focusing on these four areas
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Developing the Strength to Grow
There are plenty of ways to bulk up your business: introducing new products, expanding
into new markets, creating new revenue streams.
But growth often leads to complexity. It means you have more customers taxing your
systems. More employees to train and manage. And more cash flow to monitor.
To ensure you’re equipped to handle these hurdles and sustain growth, you need the right
tools in place. With a connected suite of solutions, you can:
Gain real-time
visibility into your
finances to enhance
forecasting and
budgeting accuracy

Increase flexibility
and improve
decision making to
strategically grow
your business

Leverage spend
data to uncover
hidden opportunities
that impact your
bottom line

Controlling the Burn, Proceeding to Earn
There’s a cost to doing business – many, in fact. There are operating expenses like rent,
payroll, and utilities. Fixed costs like amortization, depreciation, and insurance. Capital
expenses like real estate, computers, and servers. And that’s hardly all.
Failure to control these expenses won’t just cost you money – it’ll cost you a
competitive edge.
By bringing together your expense, travel, and invoice systems, you can stay lean while
your revenue continues to rise. Collectively, they empower you to:
Get a clearer picture
of your cash flow
so you can better
optimize spend

Find ways to cut
costs, like negotiating
vendor deals and
leveraging discounts

Reallocate your
savings to areas
that provide greater
financial returns
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Consuming a Well-Balanced Diet of Data
Companies are in the middle of a data explosion. Insights around spend, employees,
customers, and more are flowing freely. But what good is data if you can’t capitalize
on it?
A lack of data can lead to a long list of troubles. It can inhibit your business growth,
prevent you from addressing areas of need, and leave you unable to adapt to changing
market conditions.
By breaking down silos and gaining access to accurate, up-to-date information, your
company can:
Capture spend data in
real time to optimize
cash flow

Unlock rich data
insights to discover
new opportunities
and minimize risk

Forecast the future
and become proactive
instead of reactive

Boosting Your Performance
Process inefficiencies hold many businesses back from reaching their full potential.
Antiquated operations can leave your company vulnerable to time, money, and
employee productivity losses.
But if you’re searching for gains – without pains – look no further than automation.
By putting your processes on autopilot, you can:
Free up employees to
dedicate more time to
growing the business

Reach out to learn more about
how you can whip your company
into shape.
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Save on overhead
costs and allocate
spend toward more
rewarding investments

Reduce errors
and boost staff
performance
by eliminating
manual processes

